
Natural gas currently accounts for approximately 20% of 
the global energy make-up, and is of huge importance 
to our economy.1 In a complete long-term transition 
away from fossil fuels, natural gas is generally expected 

to be replaced by a combination of direct electrification and 
alternative fuels, particularly hydrogen. Estimates naturally 
come with significant uncertainty and wide ranges: government 
projections for hydrogen use by 2050 are up to 14% of energy in 
the US2, 30% in Canada3, and 24% in the EU.4 In order to deliver 
this monumental transition from natural gas to hydrogen, pipelines 
are generally accepted as crucial to providing sufficient transport 
capacity, while also promising the lowest cost and safest solution 
over most distances.

The existing gas transmission pipeline infrastructure spans 
over 1 million miles in total length, globally, with gas distribution 
pipelines stretching to several times this number.5 To hypothetically 
rebuild this infrastructure with today’s prices would cost several 
trillions of dollars, given that typical costs for pipeline construction 
are several million dollars per mile.6 The value attributed to these 
assets would be a multiple of the construction costs, extending into 
the tens of trillions of dollars range.

Considering the value of the existing asset base, it is no surprise 
that many industry strategies are targeting the conversion of 
existing natural gas assets to accommodate the transport of 
hydrogen. Aside from the practicality of funding new pipeline 
construction for hydrogen transport, the final delivered cost of 
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hydrogen will be a crucial factor in its success because it must 
eventually compete with other energy sources. However, cost is not 
the only consideration. This article provides a discussion on costs, 
and explores other factors that may influence decisions on when to 
reuse an existing pipeline and when to build a new one.

Cost
The cost of building a new pipeline compared with repurposing 
an existing pipeline was explored in the European Hydrogen 
Backbone (EHB) report, as shown in Figure 1.6 As an illustration, 
to build a 100 km long, medium-sized (20 – 30 in. dia.) pipeline 
under a medium cost assumption would cost €220 million, whereas 
the conversion of an equivalent pipeline would cost €40 million. 
This was calculated as reducing the overall cost from €0.35/kg of 
hydrogen gas transported over 1000 km for a new pipeline, to 
€0.12 for a repurposed pipeline. These are significant differences 
when considering long-term end user cost targets, such as €2 or 
even €1.5/kg of hydrogen.

These cost assumptions are high-level blended averages. When 
making decisions at the level of specific pipelines and routes, the 
relative costs may differ significantly. For example, costs for new 
pipelines may be an order of magnitude higher in urban areas, or 
when challenging route features are present. 

Hydrogen pipelines will also require significant additional 
compressor capacity to be built. The EHB report calculates 
that compressor energy use will require 2% of the energy 
transported via hydrogen. Compressor costs can be affected quite 
significantly by optimising the operating pressure and pipeline 

diameter against the required throughput – an area of significant 
uncertainty in projecting hydrogen energy demand into the 
future.

On the other hand, there are hidden costs involved in 
repurposing existing pipelines that may be overlooked. In particular, 
it may be necessary to conduct a significant amount of testing 
and inspection to prove that a certain pipeline segment is safe for 
hydrogen operation, potentially involving a number of excavations 
and removal of material samples if current code requirements are 
followed.

Practicality
In the US, the majority of the current natural gas pipeline system 
was built before 1980, as illustrated in Figure 2. Although this will 
differ somewhat by region, the same overall picture is true in many 
countries. 

Older pipeline systems will not necessarily be unsuitable 
for hydrogen service, but this may be true in many cases, for a 
number of reasons. First, vintage pipe materials generally have 
lower toughness, which makes them less able to withstand flaws 
and resist crack propagation, particularly when the effects of 
hydrogen embrittlement are considered. Second, these pipelines 
generally contain higher rates of resident integrity threats from 
manufacturing and construction practices. Third, integrity threats 
are more likely to have developed over time from corrosion, 
environmental cracking, third-party damage and so on. Ensuring 
that older pipelines can safely transport hydrogen will generally 
require in-depth assessments and testing. In the current era of 

constrained resources, it will be a significant industry challenge 
to complete such a volume of testing and engineering 
assessments within aggressive timescales.

On the other hand, the challenges involved in building a 
significant quantity of new pipelines might be even greater. 
There may be little concern that global capacity for line 
pipe manufacturing can meet the demand, considering the 
approximately 32 000 km of new pipelines projected by 
the European Hydrogen Backbone by 2040, compared to 
hundreds of thousands of kilometers of line pipe manufactured 
each year globally. What may be more of a constraint is the 
industry’s capacity to design, lay, weld and commission such 
a quantity of new pipelines. In Europe, for example, major 
pipeline construction has remained low for several decades; 
the industry must recognise the need to develop skills and 
personnel capable of delivering the vision for the future 
hydrogen pipeline system.

Indirect emissions
Which is the ‘greener’ option – the conversion of existing 
pipelines, or the construction of new ones? One might 
instinctively assume that the answer is to reduce, reuse and 
recycle – i.e. to convert the pipelines that we already have. 
However, the answer may not be that trivial.

Although assessments are approximate, the emissions 
relating to raw materials and the manufacturing of 32 000 km 
of new line pipe (as envisaged by the European Hydrogen 
Backbone) is in the order of 10 million t  of CO2 equivalent 
(CO2e).8 Even allowing for multiples of this estimate, the 
numbers pale in significance against the 4500 million t of 
CO2e emitted annually by the EU, so it may not be a defining 
decision making factor. Note also that the carbon intensity for 

Figure 1. CAPEX comparison for new vs repurposed pipelines by size, under low, 
medium and high assumptions.6

Figure 2. Breakdown by gas transmission pipeline age in the US.7
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pipe manufacturing is expected to fall with the implementation of 
low-carbon manufacturing technologies.

The impact of leaks or fugitive emissions is likely more worthy 
of attention. Natural gas leaks are known to be a significant 
contributor to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and have been 
attracting increasing scrutiny in recent years. Some amount of 
leakage resulting from hydrogen transport is inevitable, regardless 
of whether that involves pipelines, shipping or trucks. Hydrogen 
itself is also a GHG with a global warming potential (GWP) that 
is several times more potent than CO2/kg. The exact GWP value 
is still subject to debate, but has been stated to be around five 
(i.e. five times that of CO2) over a 100-year time horizon, and some 
sources suggest the impact may be an order of magnitude higher 
over shorter durations, such as 10 years.9 

One study found that a low estimate of 1% total leakage would 
still allow for an 84% drop in warming potential over the first 
five years, compared to fossil fuel use.9 However, 10% total leakage 
would lead to a 74% increase. Since total leakage rates are likely to 
fall somewhere in this range, it is not a trivial or unimportant aspect 
of the impact of a future hydrogen economy, and there could be a 
very real effect on global temperatures (see Figure 3).

A report commissioned by the UK government estimated that a 
0.26% leak rate at the 95% confidence level (i.e. a high-end estimate) 
would result from the transport of hydrogen gas through the UK’s 
National Transmission System.10 Although pipeline transport is only 
one part of the hydrogen value chain, operators should factor the 
impact of leaks into the choice of whether to repurpose or replace 
pipelines. Reducing leak rates may be much more challenging 
for existing and ageing assets, whereas new assets can be more 
rigorously built for low leakage rates. However, as most leakage 
generally occurs from installations and pipework rather than buried 
pipeline sections, the most cost-effective solution may be to change 
out specific assets rather than entire systems.

Pipeline integrity and risk
In general, natural gas pipelines have an excellent safety record, 
with many decades of industry experience in their operation and 
integrity management. The introduction of hydrogen into these 
pipelines may throw a wrench into the system. Any pipeline system 
contains a number of flaws and defects, almost all of which are 
stable within the current operating parameters. Hydrogen gas 
has been widely shown to affect steel properties, with significant 
reductions in ductility and fracture toughness, and a significant 
increase in fatigue crack growth rates (see Table 1). A large number 
of parameters influence the magnitude of these effects, which can 
also differ quite dramatically between different materials.11

This means that a proportion of existing flaws may become 
unsafe following the introduction of hydrogen and, further, that 
there is uncertainty involved in identifying the flaws that are at risk 
of failure. The ability of operators to accurately model system risk 
will be undermined by the unknowns introduced by the presence 
of hydrogen.

Although not always the case, older pipelines may generally be 
more at risk from hydrogen effects due to lower toughness values 
and a higher propensity to contain certain defects. Conversely, 
line pipe manufactured specifically for hydrogen transport can be 
qualified for hydrogen service, removing the risk of unknowns.

The risk of operating a modern, purpose-built hydrogen 
pipeline is therefore almost certain to be lower than for a 
converted pipeline. That is not to say that an older pipeline 

cannot be safely managed, but it may involve compromises on 
the limits of safe operation, and the risks involved in operating 
such pipelines may be unclear until the industry establishes a 
meaningful service record.

Conclusion
Many factors influence the decision of when to repurpose an 
existing pipeline and when to build a new one. The main factor 
in favour of repurposing pipelines is of course cost, which is 
dramatically lower compared to building a new pipeline. However, 
repurposing may come with its own risks and drawbacks, including 
higher leakage rates, higher risk of failure, and challenges in 
evidencing suitability for hydrogen transport. 

Although it may be easy to talk in generalities, each of these 
factors can vary dramatically; no two pipeline segments are the 
same. Operators must assess each pipeline on a case-by-case basis 
in order to judge the relative benefits of repurposing. 

Now, the industry must make sure that it has the capabilities and 
resources to safely realise the vision of a hydrogen economy. We 
must remember that hydrogen demand faces competition from 
other solutions, including direct electrification, and the public will 
be watching the developments closely. 
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Figure 3. Temperature responses in 2050 depending on hydrogen 
leak rate, level of hydrogen deployment and uncertainty in hydrogen’s 
radiative efficiency (grey shaded regions).3

Table 1. The effect of gaseous hydrogen on line pipe material 
properties12

Property Effect of hydrogen Change

Strength ↔ +/- 5%

Ductility ↓ 20 – 80%

Fracture toughness ↓ 35 – 70%

Fatigue crack growth 
rate

↑ Can be 10x or more


